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A Word 
on 

Pushkin 



by the 
anniversary of the birth of the poet, 
Alexander Pushkin (1799—1837). joyed’ j j mysdf had cUs- 

SiSi 
Fmodest'fashLn.’ something'to do 
with the world of poetry, it is per- kin. From that day on I became a 
haps even more difficult to write of reader, and I feel infinitely grateful 
the man whose genius has given this that I am indebted for this to Push- 
art eternal power over the hearts of kin. And who is not indebted to Urn 
men. How terrifying to pen an un- for the joy of discovery, at the very 

55S33K 
Each one of us possesses his own im^d thft I tee^S^After 

trS£sTt ctld!“ £ adole'^. ^h'd 
very beginning, not to forsake us till ’’studied” him according to all the 

irttars £ t 
BBr5£5S 

' sSa£ =«=£:“ 
bended, to the century literary critic, wrote that 

SSrS■/£ 

worn slim volume I carried with m significance in people’s minds as 

^t^s-and^! 

And all this had meaning for my mention that Pushkin’s name and 

mtwftSK ssiasar— 
all evoked my native land, all of it All of Pushkin, the whole immen- 

which could take it^way from me. m°memS “ 



ty right up to the eve of the 

J-iEMSSS 
pond to with the coming of the new 

dhfs of pfSkfaPm' 
Turgenev in his 

^ti“ 

K2 
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£poeriy «d its ma^bil^to 

The historical fate of Pushkin’s 

” Lines learned at the school desk limpid, noble,Courageous and hu- 
and repeated a ^thousand primes re- manistic^poetry of Pushkin. Rather, 

*£S/^s£m^nrh bTtomJ^of tnt^ 

And m long years “ Tj'hed! InTteaches^health^of 

5 S“sri?3^ 
And mercy onISTspoke.” ^TherHs^'need for us to foist 

The ’’cruel aue” has not vet deoar- onto Pushkin’s uoetrv a communist EssrsS'S l
 

i! 1! loved poet of a great, multinational than in Pushkin’s day. In any case, coincide with our outlook and under- 

gold™etrealu“ ofpus^wS 
though it is not easy to enumerate. 
After all, it numbers not only Eugene 

hemion as in our age of struggle accepted by the people as he is, in 

red for man_hv a strsinop nprpcct- Irtn Tt ic tlimioVi pnrnfrmjiccpd 

llf§P 
ty —attempt to pass themselves off in himself all tfe reaUsm of the 

Si:SB'S 
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PRIDE OF THE RUSSIAN THEATRE 

The "Stanislavsky Method" or 

simply "method acting’ have 

become commonplace terms in 

London, Paris, New York or 

Buenos Aires. But it all began 

70 years ago when the curtain 

first went up at the Moscow 

Art Theatre. 

The founders, Konstantin 

Stanislavsky and Vladimir 

Nemirovich-Danchenko, had 

started on a road that was to 

revolutionise theatre art the 

world over. Habitual theatre 

conventions and traditions 

went toppling; a bold, innova¬ 

tory repertoire was created and 

innumerable experiments con¬ 

ducted. In the course of 

their searchings, Stanislavsky 

and Nemirovich-Danchenko 

worked out new principles of 

stage directing and elaborated 

a now universally recognised 

theory of realistic acting. 

1 £S il&W ; T„a in a production of Gorky's 
The Lower Depths” at^ the Moscow 
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Population, 

Food 

and the ’’Third World3 

by Alexei Levkovsky, 
Doctor of Economics 
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tively high per capita food con¬ 
sumption. Just before the 1960s 
they registered 3,050 calories per 
person as against 2,150 in the ’’third 
world”. Diet pattern also differes 
sharply: in the economically advanc¬ 
ed countries products of animal ori¬ 
gin account for 880 calories; in the 

The diet in the ’’third world" is 
insufficient, monotonous, has a low 

teins ‘(lack of 
fish, etc.). 

We are witnessing the first stage 
of a mounting food crisis in the 
’’third world” — its countries are 
working painfully to achieve the 

ishment, mostly quantitative, with a 
SoTr COnS“mpti°n of vegetables, 
still the need for meat products, 
particularly in view of the rise in 
the number of people engaged in 
high-productivity socio-economic 
forms of occupation (mostlyurban), 
is going up. Already, elements 
of a second stage of the crisis are 
ripening, a stage at which there 
arises a need for a qualitative change 
in diet. In the immediate future it 
may generate a need for large-scale 
imports of meat, eggs, dairy pro¬ 
ducts and other items (it is anti¬ 
cipated that in 1975 grain will com¬ 
prise less than half of food imports). 
The mass production of these com¬ 
modities in the developing countries 
requires a drastic change and the 
intensification of their agricultures. 
Without doubt, given a predomi- 

'orms, these 

?°als are unattainable. That 
luces another tangle of social 
ilicts in the ’’third world”, invo! 
is they already are. 

production and demand in 

situation will take at least 
s, and then only if the g 

to 5.85 s the 

the developi. 
the advanced 
take (3,100 as against 3,300) while 
consuming, as before, only half th€ 
proportion of aniir * 
and 1,200 calorie 
tively). 

Contradic 

^'products 

A growing number of develc 
lations are finding themselves 
ragically paradoxical situation. 

POPULATION, FOOD AND THE ’THIRD WORLD" 

to 1965 tical levers which they have used to 

ges and tobacco, 
grew from 7,680 - 
10,370 million dollars, correspond- 

al and ec 

dollars in 1958 t< 

it a brake on those which did 
_ _ Some local currency obtained 

.6 per by the sale of Western foods was 
respectively, immediately credited to selected 

d rose from companies in that particular country, 
o 5,890 mil- Large sums were used in one form 
L6.3 per cent or another to bribe or subsidise 
»tal imports). favoured individuals and organiza- 
awing faster tions. Another series of negative 
than exports consequences for the recipient coun¬ 

tries stemmed from the fact that the 
:veloping na- foreign deliveries of grain over many 
importers of years seriously affected social and 
t, total food economic processes in their country- 
,330 million side. Pressure that would eventually 
,880 million force changes in outdated forms of 

agriculture and land-usage was re¬ 
lieved for a period. The influx of Due to lack of foreign currency 

they find it impossible to buy all the x „ 
food they consume on the usual cultivation of the 

' l terms. On the other 
-, ... have huge 
food in some W 
This situation has generated a con¬ 
tradictory system of large-scale food 
deliveries to a series of developing low 

itageous (due to the 
_ r_, -j expand grain pro¬ 
duction. Only the magnitude of the 

— —_.p I1IUiUU, U1C food crisis — an obviously negative 
influx of large-scale food deliveries factor — ov< j 1 ’ 
has produced a tangle of socially ually, the ei 
positive and negative consequences. '' 
Without question, the foreign deli¬ 
veries of foods, even if they are the 
^ r St food staples, have relieved 
the food shortage and saved part of perts, the massive US foreign food 
the resources vital to other areas deliveries under the PL 480 Act 
j * optional economies of the were a by-product of US domestic 
developing countries. At the same policy. By this means the United 
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KONCHALOVSKY — 



Excellent health, a boundless love 
of nature, an intense interest in life, 
a keen eye, a fine sense of colour 
(rare even among great artists) and 
perfect techniques which help to 
explain the durability of his work 
made Konchalovsky one of the most 
viable and prolific of Soviet pain- 

For almost 60 years he kept on 
painting, producing picture after 

himself, never succumbed 
dity or obsession. His great 
sprang from an immense urge 

world around him. He 
throes of creation, but never 
working, which he always c 

A happy fate helped 
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abandoned the ideas of Van Gogh, 
the idol of his youth. In maturer 
years, his exemplars were Alexander 
Ivanov1) and Titian. 

Konchalovsky tried his hand at 
all genres, and left a wealth of ex¬ 
cellent portraits and landscapes, as 
well as having revived still life on 
the lines of Snyders and Chardin. 

tion to painting was his bold and 

still life and portrait (’’Portrait of 
the Writer Alexei Tolstoy”), still life 
and landscape (’’Meat, Fowl and 
Brussels Sprouts against a Window” 
and his many ’’Lilacs”), landscape 
and portrait (’’Portrait of the Com¬ 
poser Sergei Prokofiev”), portrait 
and narrative painting (’’Portrait of 
Stage Director Vsevolod Meyer- 
hold”), still life and narrative pain¬ 
ting (’’Apple Trees and Watch 
Dog”). 

Like all masters, he violated the 
canons of a genre in the same instant 
that he was most strict in their ob¬ 
servance. What makes his still life 

implied pres 
, for 
nee of a p 

:, their 

the fact that they are ! 
life. The term ’’still life”, i 
cannot be applied to his 
peonies, to his famous lila 
pig Raoul and to his fox lying 
on the snow. 

Toward himself Konchalovsk 
an extremely hard ta * 
1906, with the approval of his 
he destroyed his large canva 
Drinking in the Arbour”, 
everybody liked, and which 
good as any Russian painting 
time. He destroyed many pi 
in this way. 

Confined to his stuc 
few months of his life,' 
still took youthful delij 
ing his orchard, and 1 
patches of sunlight through 
open windows, and he kept on 
ting what he saw — sunlit 

ight from the bi 
still w with rain 

sly ill, he remained fa: 
his brush, which, as before 
composing his lifelong hymn 1 
and nature, to all that the 
loved, in all of which he i 
to discover beauty. 

v an 



earTh it"™”* ‘° t' ' «**• ^ » «** ^ there Tno woZanor 
ZtaftLZl gZeJtSt“Tnfdy UpC? diamoni* «* precious metals 
wife comesto ahThtr T £“** inwardl? when hi* beloved T es to a halt before the teweller’s window. He knows that it 

won’t be long before he hears a beloved voice saying: "Darling, buy me 
THAT." And what’s THAT? Well — it might be anything, from a string 
of artificial pearls to the bauble shown here: a bracelet made in Baku. In 
white gold, it contains 159 diamonds. The price, by the way, is 4,519 
roubles (the easiest way to get an idea what that means ts to take one 
rouble as being roughly equivalent to one US dollar). 
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& »o/ difficult to discern the Eastern origins of this pendant. 

Soviet Union Oriental styles come from the jewellers of Tbilisi (G 
Baku (Azerbaijan) and Yerevan (Armenia). This unique pendant 
Baku and is of white gold with 57 diamonds. Its price — 6,759 roubU 



is being ordered by jewellery shops all over the Soviet Union — and 
despite the comparatively high price, is not gathering dust on the shelves 
*fter delivery. 
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Successors 

to Nijinsky 

and Pavlova? 

’’...almost 

perfect 
harmony” 

Galina Ulanova, the chairman, and 
other members of the examina¬ 

tion board will never forget the per¬ 
formance of two young students of 
the^Bolshoi Ballet School in their 

After a few bars of Liszt, a frail 
dark-eyed girl floated out on to the 
stage. In her wake, as if trying to 
hold that melting figure, appeared 
a charming youth. Incredibly the 
board members forgot that it was an 

assess the techniques of every mi¬ 
nute gesture and turn. Like ordinary 
spectators they watched and then 
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How 
Russian 
Football 

Was Born 

In the limited sports life of St. Pe¬ 
tersburg (now Leningrad) at the 

end of the last century, the bicycle 
reigned supreme. The velodromes 

and the races held on a wooden or 
dirt track. 

Track and field athletes fixed up 
sports grounds near the River Kr§s- 
tovka and gave themselves the title 
”St. Petersburg Amateur Sports 
Club”. About 30 or 40 members 

The serene life of the club 
disturbed in 1897 by a newcome 
a football enthusiast named Ge 
Dupperon. He started nagging 

XTth th 
of the a on the field ... 

abandoned athletics and tenms. | 
However, the whole project nearly* 
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Artist 

of the Chessboard 

ALEXANDER 

ALEKHINE 

from the book ’’Chess Vocabulary” 
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How Old 
Is 
Our Earth? 
by Igor Krylov 

(Knowledge is Power) 

It is generally thought that the 
Earth is approximately 5,000 mil¬ 
lion years old. Dr. Erich Gerling 
of Leningrad believes that the 
figure should be more than 
11,000 million years. If this sci¬ 
entist is right, all existing con¬ 
cepts about the Universe will 
have to be revised. 





by other techniques, including the 

oped by Dr. Gerling and Dr. Alex¬ 
ander Polkanov. In 1962 the devel¬ 
opment and introduction of that 

imagine Dr. Gerling’J 
m his own potassium-1 amazement when 1 

argon method made the age of old V 
rocks jump from the customary ■ 
3,000-4,000 million years to more 
than 11,000 million years! 

True enough, prior to that, other 
scientists had obtained incredibly* 
high figures for the age of some 
minerals. But they discarded these | 
figures precisely because they 
thought them incredible. Besides, 
such sensational results, if made 
public, could shake confidence iflfl 
radioactive dating, which had taken 
long years to become established. 

long ago, in the late 1940s,lj 

I 3,00( s the 

Dr. Gerling was fully aware that 
his results threatened to destroy his 
own brainchild, the potassium-argot* | 
method. But the scientists put scien- 
tific troth above all other consider-| 
ations and was the first to ] 
his "improbable” results. 

In Dr. Gerling’s opinic 
jocks he has investigated ar 
ultra-old, and he believes they rose 

I to the Earth’s surface from abyssal 
depths. Hence, the interior of our 
planet is much older than its crust. 
If so, the formation of the Earth 
took much longer than is commonly 
believed. 

In any case, geochronology, a sci¬ 
ence concerned with the dating of 

studying the creation of the Uni- 
• facing a riddle which 

;er off a solution 
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EMPEROR PAUL’S PALACE 









This floor with its 
•nlud pattern has been 

to its former beauty. 
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- NEWS in the 
Soviet Exports 

This new version of 
the widely popular 
fiveseater sedan 
features: 
outstanding realibility 
high dynamics 
excellent cross¬ 
country running 
comfort & economy 

Fully synchromesh gearbox 
12 V alternator 
Dependable hydro-assisted brakes 
Comfy seats convertible into flat 
padded berth 
Handsome easy-to-wash upholstery 
Smart exterior 
Powerful heating & ventilation systems 

Cruising speed 140 km/hour 
80 h.p. SAE 
1,480 c.c. four-stroke carburettor Exporter: 

V/O AVTOEXPORT 
Moscow G-200 
USSR 
Telex: 


